
Dia De Los Pollos
Grass Bike Polo Championships - part of the Colorado Can Cup
Ft Collins, Colorado, Saturday September 10th, 2011
Buckingham Park, East Lincoln & 1st Street
$40 per local team, $20 for traveling teams, pay at day of Tournament

Miscillany;
4 v 4, bring as many subs as you wish
Uniforms are mandatory
We will use a size 0 or 1 soccer ball
We will use Fort Collins Goals, cones or other; (FC goals approx. 8ft wide by 7ft tall, 3ft deep 
with netting)
Option of using a goalie or not
Dabbing - must do one complete forward pedal stroke, or get out of the play of the ball and        
cannot be next person to hit the ball  (Dabbing is putting your foot on the grass)
No bike on bike contact, stick on stick but body on body is ok; (Non-gentlemanly play is not 
appropriate)
No high sticking in traffic
Kicking the ball is at the risk of the player
You cannot score by kicking
You can handle the ball out of the air, but cannot catch it
Substitutions must be made away from the play
You can score using any part of the mallet
There will be no ref during play

Starting at 10am - Team mixer format 
Theses games will be to 3 and have a 10 minute time limit
3- 4 games will be played at the same time

Starting at 12pm - Double Elimination Tournament
Seeding will be determined
Games will be to 5, win by 2, no time limit
Host Housing available, contact Michael  - cguillaume1@comcast.net

Additional playtime 
We are encouraging continuation of the Team Mixer/Mallet Mixer games thru ought the 
tourney as fields become available

Additional info will be made available as soon as it is decided

This is a Fly-by-Night Productions event.
Draft 7:00 PM 8/9/2011


